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The Freedom Train has Arrived

MESSAGE FROM PRESIDENT MUJURU
May I start by noting that the 2018 Elections present us with a chance to usher in a New Era. An Era
where all Zimbabweans, across agelines, genderlines, bloodlines, colorlines, povertylines, partylines,
religious lines, and academic lines, will enjoy shared destiny and shared prosperity in a context of
popular democracy in place of the current coup government.
Second, I wish to pay homage to all the gallant sons and daughters of the liberation struggle who paid the
ultimate prize in pursuit for the ideals of equality, human dignity, freedom, democracy and self assertion.
While we are yet to fully enjoy these ideals, we are sure that their efforts were never in vain. Indeed their
names shall forever remain etched in our collective memory.
Third, I salute the leaders and members of all opposition political parties, civil society activists,
academics, and democracy campaigners who have dedicated their lives to the well being of the
oppressed people, peasants and workers; to the interests of the unemployed and the poor; to the cause
of women, youth and children; and to those with special needs and the marginalised. These brave men
and women have kept the agenda for our 'inclusive society' alive despite a barrage of attacks by ZANU
PF elites and publicists. History shall forever remember them in its immortal pages.
Fourth, I also wish to reciprocate in friendship the fraternal support I receive from my fellow comrades in
Democratic Assembly for Restoration and Empowerment (DARE), National People’s Party (NPP),
People’s Democratic Party (PDP), Zimbabwe Economic Freedom Fighters (ZEFF), and Zimbabwe
United for Democracy (ZUNDE) who have united in PRC to achieve one national objective, putting aside
their party differences, party symbols, party colours, and party slogans in pursuit of our collective vision
of an 'Inclusive Developmental Agenda (IDEA)'. We consider their selﬂessness as the axle on which our
2018 Election Campaign is ﬁrmly mounted.
Finally, let me pay a tribute of courage to millions of our supporters, members, sympathisers, well
wishers and the masses who are struggling everyday to eke out a living in this difﬁcult socio-political
environment. An environment where ZANU PF government is unable to feed the nation, pay civil
servants in time, produce enough electricity, provide health facilities and educate our children. Zanu-PF
government is unable to provide jobs, housing, water, sanitation and basic necessities of life for our
people, let alone solve the cash crisis that is hurting our economy.
The PRC Government pledges to take positive steps to transform Zimbabwe
into a modern democratic developmental state characterised by
employment creation, equitable distribution of wealth, and state of the art
infrastructure across the country.
This Manifesto is therefore PRC's roadmap to building an inclusive
economy and inclusive society. I am conﬁdent that with the moral
leadership I pledge to provide, together with our team, the PRC
government, will be able to 'honour the past generations', 'provide for the
present generation' and 'secure the future of the next generations'.
The Moment of Zimbabwe's Second Liberation has arrived!
Vote PRC!
God bless Zimbabwe

Dr J. T. R Mujuru
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PRC’s VISION
We envision an inclusive democratic developmental state in which economic opportunities exist for all;
where the powers and actions of government are lawful, and where those in authority are held
accountable to the people.

PRC’s MISSION
The PRC seeks to foster accelerated national development through the mobilisation and sustainable
use of human and natural resources for the empowerment of every Zimbabwean citizen.

PRC’s VALUES

Ÿ Fairness and equal opportunity for all in social justice, rule of law, respect for the sanctity of life,
individual choices, access to and distribution of national resources for all regions and races;

Ÿ Respect of the enduring values of the liberation struggle, independence, sovereignty and democracy;
Ÿ Respect of the principles of equality, integrity, inclusivity, responsibility, honesty, tolerance, fairness
and openness;

Ÿ Respect for human rights, women rights, children's rights, and gender equity;
Ÿ Respect for the dignity of honest work and service;
Ÿ Solidarity among all Zimbabweans including those in the Diaspora;
Ÿ Constitutionalism, the rule of law, and the respect of rules and constitutions, codes of conduct and
behaviour and organisational internal rules; and

Ÿ Locating government as close as possible to the people through devolution of power to the lowest
effective level.

PRC’s OBJECTIVES
The political objectives of PRC are as follows:
ŸTo work together as compatriots to achieve a peaceful, prosperous and democratic Zimbabwe fully
respected as a member of the community of nations;
ŸTo seek political power for the sole purpose of promoting inclusive development, security, safety and
welfare of all Zimbabweans;
ŸTo ensure that constitutionalism and the rule of law are practised in Zimbabwe;
ŸTo guarantee the human rights and fundamental freedoms of all citizens and persons resident in
Zimbabwe; and
ŸTo protect, defend and safeguard the interests of the minorities.

PRC
PEOPLE’S
RAINBOW
COALITION
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1. INTRODUCTION
The PRC’s struggle is ranged against unemployment; the tyranny of poverty; the scourge of corruption;
misery of disease and hunger; abuse of power; economic depression; and other social and economic
ills. These ills are a result of long years of maladministration, mismanagement and misgovernance by
ZANU PF administration. Apparently this sad situation has been further accentuated by a military
takeover of government on 15 November 2017.
The policies embodied in this Manifesto have been carefully designed and deeply thought out in order to
restore constitutionalism and cure the social and economic ills of poverty, unemployment and deindustrialisation. The Manifesto is undergirded by the principles of true democracy, gender parity, nonregionalism and non-sexism which are the social anchors of a modern democratic developmental state
whose planks will parachute our current generation, our millennials and our girl child away from the
malign of poverty, unemployment, hunger, inequality and malice into benign values of shared prosperity
powered by digital revolution.
The grammar of this Manifesto gestures Zimbabwe towards ‘an inclusive economy’ and an inclusive
society'. The women and youth in particular, are at the core of this Manifesto because we need to restore
hope to them by investing in them and create opportunities that will inure to their beneﬁt and ﬁll them with
a sense of belonging. This will inhere to them a commitment to their country, not only for their beneﬁt but
also for the generations to come.
The undertakings in this Manifesto are therefore underpinned by the PRC's commitment to act
decisively to protect the interests of our people who have been on the receiving end of the depressed
economic stick for the better part of the post-independence history of Zimbabwe. Unsurprisingly, this
Manifesto is a response to an array of binding social and economic constraints that have hallmarked the
past two decades of our history. These include, among others;
· A militarised rentier state
· High Poverty incidence
· High Unemployment rate
· Informalised economy
· Deindustrialisation
· Low productivity
· Low gross capital formation
· Absence of savings and a saving economy
· Current account deﬁcit
· Huge sovereign debt
· Liquidity and cash crises
· High interest rates
· Lack of credit lines

· Lack

of meaningful ofﬁcial development
assistance

· Illicit ﬁnancial ﬂows
· Corruption and rent seeking activities
· Lack of executive accountability
· Uncontrolled public expenditure
· Bloated civil service
· Huge budget deﬁcit
· Water and power

shortages

· Wasteful State Enterprises and Parastatals
· Collapsed aggregate demand
· Brain drain
· Public leadership deﬁcits

· Lack of foreign direct investment
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These together stymied growth and conﬁned
Zimbabwe to underdevelopment. However,
with the right mix of visionary leadership, right
policies, hard work and perseverance provided
by the PRC, these binding constraints are set
to be reversed.
Our Inclusive Developmental Agenda (IDEA)
Manifesto identiﬁes Seven Key Policy Priorities
Inclusive Developmental Agenda
namely: an Economic Agenda, an
Economic Infrastructure Development
Infrastructure Development Agenda, a Social
Social
Public Entities Reform
Agenda, a Public Entities Reform Agenda, a
Democratic and Governance
Democratic and Governance Agenda, a
Security Sector Transformation
Security Sector Transformation Agenda, and a
Regional Integration and Economic Diplomacy Regional Integration and Economic Diplomacy
Agenda.
The subtext of this Manifesto was informed and
inﬂuenced by views of the ordinary men and women, vendors, civil society, social movements, rate
payers, youth and students as well as the diaspora who interacted with the PRC leadership during their
meet the people tours across all the provinces of Zimbabwe as well as in the diaspora. Thus, the policies
and pledges contained in this Manifesto are built upon the difﬁculties, challenges, hopes and aspirations
that Zimbabweans ﬁnd most important.
This Manifesto is more than a catalogue of promises and pledges to be forgotten after elections are over.
It is an agenda for socio-economic and politico- transformation to be followed diligently and meticulously.
It is an agenda for democratic governance on which progress must be reported to the people of the
country, regularly, in a transparent manner.
The implementation, monitoring and evaluation of the Manifesto will be done in close liaison with all the
major stakeholders at all levels of society, especially the grassroots level. In recognition that this
Manifesto is not the end in itself, the incoming PRC Government looks forward to continued dialogue to
develop bold and new approaches towards addressing the economic depression currently facing our
beautiful country.
The PRC prides itself with:
Ÿ Liberation struggle credentials.
Ÿ Seasoned post-independence democracy promotion
campaigners.
Ÿ Former international civil servants with pedigree.
Ÿ Professionals and technocrats
Ÿ Social base consisting of the youth, women, farmers,
ex-freedom ﬁghters, rural population, the poor,
vendors, and civil servants.
Ÿ Entrepreneurs and Innovators
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2. PRC’s IMMEDIATE ACTION IN GOVERNMENT
The PRC's covenant with the people of Zimbabwe in its ﬁrst 100 days in government consists of TEN
PLEDGES summarised as follows:
Pledge No. 01
Cabinet Composition: The PRC will establish a leaner, more productive, gender and
cabinet characterised by skills mix, experience and technical astuteness.

age sensitive

Pledge No. 02
Implement Devolution: The PRC Government will implement the devolution provisions of the Constitution
including the swearing in of the Provincial MPs and establishment of the Provincial Council Committees as
stipulated in the Constitution of Zimbabwe Chapter 14,
Pledge No. 03
Repeal Repressive Legislation: The PRC Government will immediately repeal the Indigenisation and
Empowerment Act, Public Order and Security Act (POSA) as well as the Access to Information and
Protection of Privacy Act (AIPPA).
Pledge No. 04
International Investment Conference: The PRC Government will convene an International Conference on
Trade and Investment aimed at creating investor conﬁdence as well as attract foreign and domestic
investment back into the country's mainstream economy thereby setting the stage for economic recovery
and job creation programme.
Pledge No. 05
Re-join Commonwealth: The PRC Government will urgently take steps to rejoin the Commonwealth and
seek to remove all impediments including ZIDERA that have been inhibiting Zimbabwe from enjoying
investment, ﬁnance, development and trade relations with the rest of the world.
Pledge No. 06
Join the Common Monetary Area (CMA): The PRC Government will urgently take steps to join the
Common Monetary Area/Rand Monetary Union (RMU) in order to address the current liquidity crunch. We
will phase out the bond notes while retaining the multi-currency regime.
Pledge No. 07
Land and Agriculture: The PRC Government will issue full title deeds to secure investment on the land
while eliminating multiple farm ownership. And former white farmers will receive their compensation as per
the provision of the Constitution.
Pledge No. 08
Health and Education: The PRC Government will provide free health care for the elderly, disadvantaged
and the poor. And every child will get free quality basic education and long-term concessional loans for
students in Colleges, Universities, and Tertiary Institutions.
Pledge No. 09
Judiciary Inquiries: The PRC Government will institute two (2) judiciary inquiries within the ﬁrst 100 Days in
power, one on the missing persons and the other on the disappearance of USD$15 billion and all illicit
ﬁnancial ﬂows.
Pledge No. 10
War against Corruption: The PRC Government will ﬁght and uproot corruption, bribery, fraud and theft
wherever it might be, starting with the leadership. From the onset, the PRC Government will carry out lifestyle audits on public ofﬁcials to ensure that they don't abuse their ofﬁces for personal gain.
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3. OUR KEY POLICY PRIORITIES

This section presents a summary of
the PRC Government's Inclusive
Developmental Agenda (IDEA). The
framework of our approach is based
on Seven Key Policy Priorities namely:
an Economic Agenda; a Social
Agenda; an Infrastructure
Development Agenda; a Democratic
and Governance Agenda; a Security
Transformation Agenda; and a
Regional Integration and Economic
Diplomacy Agenda aimed at creating
an inclusive economy, inclusive
development, and inclusive society.
These key policy priorities are not
arranged in any order of importance.
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KEY POLICY PRIORITY 1
3.1 AN ECONOMIC AGENDA
The Ingredients of our Economic Agenda
The PRC Government promises a transformative economic agenda anchored on reigniting the engines
of growth; increasing private sector and public sector investment; and boosting foreign exchange
earnings through the export of goods and services. Our goal is to build the most business-friendly and
inclusive economy which will create jobs and shared prosperity for all our people. Speciﬁcally:

Ÿ We

will provide a conducive business
environment, responsible management of natural
resources, and good governance in order to
harness private sector innovative potential;

Ÿ We

will repeal the Indigenisation and
Empowerment Act which acted as an albatross
against regional and international investment;

Ÿ We

will ensure stability in macroeconomic
indicators such as government budgets, interest
rates, inﬂation, and exchange rates;
Strict Management will change the country’s
fortunes for the better.

Ÿ We

will make our economy one of the fastest
growing economy in the region achieving a real
GDP growth averaging 10% annually;

Ÿ We will create job opportunities by 70% in the ﬁrst
ﬁve years of the PRC's Government;

Ÿ We will build a stronger, more productive, and diverse economy with lower taxes, more efﬁcient, and
leaner government;

Ÿ We will shift the focus of the economic management from taxation to production and productivity;
Ÿ We will resolve the currency crisis through joining the Common Monetary Area/Rand Monetary Union
as well as pushing for the SADC regional currency;

Ÿ We will mobilise a Stimulus Rescue Package Fund which will be the foundation of our

Inclusive

Developmental Agenda (IDEA) programme;

Ÿ We will enter into a dialogue with bilateral creditors, multilateral institutions and relevant international
organisations such as the IMF, World Bank, African Development Bank and the European Investment
Bank to unlock external new ﬁnancing as well as to agree on appropriate strategy and framework for
effective debt management;

Ÿ We will focus on signiﬁcantly shifting from dependence to self-reliance in mobilisation of international
ﬁnancing through foreign direct investment and equity participation; and

Ÿ We understand that consistent implementation of structural reforms and policies is ultimately the key
to successful job creation and therefore the PRC Government will implement prudent and sustainable
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economic policies in line with its desire to construct a democratic developmental state in Zimbabwe.
In short, the restoration of conﬁdence in the economy promotive of investment, production, employment
creation and sustainable growth, development and poverty reduction coupled with ﬁscal disciple and
ﬁscal contract will be the hallmark of the PRC Government in the next 5 years. Our strategy is about
delivering a fairer, more prosperous society for the many, not just the few.

In this Zimbabwe

Ÿ Youths are angry
Ÿ Women are angry
Ÿ Informal traders are angry
Ÿ Vendors are angry
Ÿ Business is angry
Ÿ Workers are angry
Ÿ Civil servants are angry
Ÿ Pensioners are angry
Ÿ Civil society is angry
Ÿ Farmers are angry
Ÿ Artisanal Miners are angry

Ÿ Masses are angry
Ÿ Students are angry
Ÿ Teachers are angry
Ÿ Parents are angry
Ÿ Ex-freedom ﬁghters

are

angry

Ÿ Gukurahundi

survivors are

angry

Ÿ Murambatsvina

survivors

are angry

Ÿ Diasporans are angry
Ÿ Artists are angry
Ÿ Voters are angry
AND PRC IS THE SOLUTION!
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OUR FINANCIAL SECTOR PROMISES
The focus of our ﬁnancial services sector will be on rebuilding a sound monetary policy that is supportive
to maintaining the foreign reserves and the balance of payments at levels that promote the socioeconomic development of Zimbabwe and advance the objectives of macro-economic stability.
Speciﬁcally, the PRC Government will:

Ÿ Undertake

ﬁnancial sector reform to deepen

ﬁnancial markets, promote ﬁnancial inclusion,
enhance the supervision and regulation of
ﬁnancial institutions;

Ÿ Promote good corporate governance, including
measures to penalties against those
responsible for bank failures;

Ÿ Monitor and control fee charges and lending
rates of banks and other ﬁnancial institutions to
avoid arbitrage and usurious rates;

Ÿ Promote

increased domestic savings and

access to ﬁnancial markets so as to encourage
entrepreneurship and innovation;

Ÿ Work with International Financial Institutions (IFIs), Multilateral Development Institutions (MDIs), and
Microﬁnance Institution (MFIs) to encourage lending to both large and small businesses;

Ÿ Introduce special concessional tax rates to ﬁnancial institutions that lend to priority sectors such as
agriculture, industry, and micro, small and medium enterprises (MSMEs);

Ÿ Recapitalise RBZ and restore its

role as a 'lender of last resort' as well as preserve its independence

while supporting its role as a regulator to ensure compliance with banking rules and processes;

Ÿ Restore and strengthen ﬁnancial conﬁdence by putting in place more robust monitoring, supervision
and regulation of all ﬁnancial institutions;

Ÿ Take steps to join the Rand Monetary Union (RMU) better known as the Common Monetary Area
(CMA). The anticipated beneﬁts for this move include among others : reduced foreign exchange rate
uncertainty and risks; reduction in transaction costs involved in all cross-border trade; saving in
currency conversion costs in all trade with South Africa and other CMA member states; improvements
in monetary policy; and the possibility of seigniorage. Experiences of the CMA and the West African
Economic and Monetary Union (UEMOA) indicate that a regional currency contributes towards
macro-economic stability;

Ÿ Phase out bond-notes while retaining the multi-currency regime until our productive capacity has
grown enough to support our national currency;

Ÿ Encourage the increased use of plastic money and digital platforms such as internet banking, mobile
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money transactions and other technologically based ﬁnancial services;

Ÿ The provision of affordable banking services and access to credit is an integral component of the PRC'
s IDEA to promote ﬁnancial inclusion and boost productive capacity;

Ÿ Enhance legislation and policies that promote micro-ﬁnancing; and
Ÿ Amend the Banking Act to enhance good corporate governance, strengthen corrective measures and
criminalize activities and actions that prejudice depositors.
In short, the PRC Government thrust will be on:
I.

Resolving the cash and liquidity crisis

ii.

Deepening ﬁnancial sector mediation

iii.

Financial sector legislative reforms

iv.

Enhancing supervision and surveillance

v.

Promoting ﬁnancial inclusion

vi.

Addressing the challenge of high interest rates

vii.

Ensuring macroeconomic stability

viii.

Growing the economy

ix.

Creating wealth

x.

Creating jobs

Advantages of joining the Common
Market Area

Ÿ Reduced foreign exchange rate uncertainty and risk
Ÿ Exchange rate stability
Ÿ Reduction in transaction costs in cross border trade
Ÿ Saving in foreign currency conversion costs
Ÿ Improvements in monetary policy
Ÿ Possibility of seigniorage
Ÿ End of cash crisis
Ÿ Access to larger markets
Ÿ Prevention of competitive devaluation and
speculation

Ÿ Macroeconomic stability
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OUR INDUSTRIALISATION AND EMPLOYMENT PROMISE
Zimbabwe's industrial sector faces signiﬁcant challenges including: lack of access to ﬁnance; high
interest rates; high import duties on raw materials; poorly developed domestic trade; weak consumer
protection; lack of collaboration between research institutes and industry; and unreliable and expensive
energy and power sources. Our strategy is to address these challenges in ways that enable industry to
thrive and become a major source of jobs. We believe industrialisation is crucial to job creation,
technology development, wealth creation, poverty reduction and currency stabilisation.
The goal is to create and operate vibrant domestic trade and industry along with active participation in
trade protocols with SADC, COMESA, World Trade Organisation (WTO) and other international bodies.
Therefore, to develop trade and industry base, the PRC Government will:

Ÿ Improve

Zimbabwe's business

climate to attract foreign direct
investment (FDI) and promote
public investments for growth;

Ÿ Rebuild a favourable environment
for development and expansion of
the existing industries and
promotion of the development of
new ones;

Ÿ Conduct a Province by Province
audit of ailing or comatose
industries, document their
requirements and structure a
Zimbabwe Industrial
Resuscitation and Rescue Fund;

Ÿ Set up a Business Development Fund for start up businesses and recapitalisation of existing ones for
all Zimbabweans wishing to enter into business;

Ÿ Promote the production, distribution, procurement, marketing and exportation of locally produced
goods for both resource and non-resource based industries;

Ÿ Provide tax holidays for newly established industrial ventures that use local raw materials;
Ÿ Special tax concessions and priority will be given to industries with substantial contributions from local
investors in the ﬁelds of technology exchange, local value addition, and local end-product
manufacturing;

Ÿ Promote labour intensive industries in order to reduce unemployment, promote local technology, and
hence, raise the country's aggregate national productivity;
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Ÿ Support the development of industrial and marketing clusters and special zones in order to facilitate
coherent development. These clusters and zones will assist MSMEs, mobilise bank ﬁnance, group
marketing, bulk sourcing of raw materials, quality control, and access to other business development
services. Priority will be given to the Diamond Cutting and Polishing Special Economic Zone in
Mutare.

OUR AGRICULTURE, LAND AND FOOD SECURITY PROMISE
The objective here is to sustain agriculture as the strategic engine and prime-mover of national
economic development to feed the nation; to supply the raw materials for industrial processing and
manufacturing; and to earn stable remunerative prices in the local and international markets. Our vision
for the next ﬁve years is to modernise agriculture, improve production efﬁciency, achieve food security,
and proﬁtability for our farmers. For these ideals to be realised, the PRC Government will ensure that
land is treated like an economic national asset and therefore the use of it will be productive, sustainable
and beneﬁtting both the nation and the tiller of the land. Speciﬁcally, the PRC Government will:

Ÿ Provide collateral security in land to facilitate sustainable funding of the agriculture sector consistent
with the Constitution of Zimbabwe, Chapter 16 Section 292;

Ÿ Provide full bankable Title Deeds to the A1 and A2 farmers;
Ÿ Eliminate multiple land ownership through a truly independent land audit;
Ÿ Provide compensation for the former white commercial farmers in line with the Constitution;
Ÿ Special provisioning of land to entrepreneurial women and youth;
Ÿ Embark on massive irrigation
rehabilitation and
development schemes with
at least 300 hectares per
district to be implemented
annually for the next 5 years
with special priority being
given to the districts in the
agro-ecological regions 4
and5;

Ÿ Commitment to increasing
investment towards
agricultural research,
extension, regulation and
ﬁnancing of agric-infrastructure;

Ÿ Provide affordable and readily available agricultural loans to farmers. In particular, measures to
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restore and enhance the level of participation by our banks and other ﬁnancial institutions in lending to
our farmers will be initiated;

Ÿ Contract farming will be encouraged especially in cotton, tobacco and maize farming among other
crops;

Ÿ Rebuild agriculture through the provision of comprehensive support services to farmers at all levels to
increase agricultural output;

Ÿ Ensure that farming inputs are readily available within farming communities at affordable prices;
Ÿ AGRITEX will train farmers to strengthen their agricultural skills' capacity;
Ÿ Re-establish food security for all Zimbabweans and the country to become the food basket for the
region once again;

Ÿ Promote efﬁcient crop, livestock and ﬁsh production through improved farming methods and disease
control for increasing rural
incomes for farmers;

Ÿ Rebuild

the national herd,

targeting communal,
resettlement, small and large
scale farmers;

Ÿ Facilitate the access to cheaper
and better agricultural inputs,
including farm tools, chemicals,
fertilisers, improved seedlings,
and livestock breeds;

Ÿ Special interventions to reinforce
livestock and poultry pest control
as well as disease surveillance to reduce incidences of Foot and Mouth, Anthrax, Avian Flu and New
Castle disease outbreaks;

Ÿ Provide

viable producer prices and pay farmers early for their produce and undertake timely

distribution of inputs;

Ÿ Promote agro-processing industries and value addition to agricultural produce such as tobacco, soya
beans and cotton in order to create more jobs for citizens;

Ÿ Increase the country's share of the domestic, regional and international markets for agriculture;
Ÿ Invest more in the meteorological services so as to improve accuracy of weather forecasting essential
for agricultural planning, management and disaster preparedness; and

Ÿ Upgrade both silo and bagged depots to ensure safe storage of our Strategic Grain Reserve (GRS)
which should be kept at 800 000 metric tonnes.
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OUR MINING AND DEVELOPMENT PROMISE
Mining is a key driver of economic growth. To effectively contribute to growth and job creation, the mining
sector requires policy certainty and an efﬁcient, predictable regulatory environment. Therefore the PRC
government will:

Ÿ Provide investment protection in the form of guarantees of conditions under which investment could
take place over extended periods, provided license conditions are met;

Ÿ Rebuild the sector by improving measures and strategies aimed at increasing value addition to
minerals to create and sustain employment and generate income. This will include among others gold,
nickel, copper, coal, coke, platinum, chrome processing and cutting and polishing of diamond and
other various no-ferrous ores and concentrates;

Ÿ The Lomagudi Copper Reﬁnery
will be resuscitated to ensure
maximum beneﬁciation of
locally produced copper which
is currently being exported in
concentrate form;

ŸSupport

Zimbabweans

including women and youth, to
own shares and businesses in
mining and other companies
through joint ventures with
foreign capital providers;

Ÿ Restructure

the artisanal and

small-scale mining sub-sector
so that its activities can take
place within guidelines set up
under the appropriate
regulations. In this respect, artisanal miners will be trained to protect and rehabilitate the environment
as part of the strict artisanal mining regulatory framework;

PRC recognizes the economic contributions made by the artisanal and
small-scale mining sub-sector

Ÿ Issuance of new artisanal, small, and large scale prospecting and mining licenses shall favour
Zimbabwean individuals and entities while foreigners shall provide capital in joint venture
agreements;

Ÿ Ensure that mining does not have a disproportionately negative effects on the environment and that
environmental processes are carefully managed;

Ÿ Undertake a thorough review of the tax system and regulatory environment so that the public revenue
system captures an appropriate share of returns from mineral extraction; and

Ÿ Realign tax regime to international standards such as mineral royalty, corporate tax, and windfall tax.
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OUR TOURISM AND HOSPITALITY SECTOR PROMISE
Zimbabwe has abundant natural resources and places of cultural signiﬁcance that serve as tourist
attractions, in addition to being the source of pride, enjoyment, and connection to our roots.
Notwithstanding natural attractions, very limited tourism development occurred over the last decade.
The PRC Government will therefore do the following:

Ÿ Re-establish

tourism as priority

sector that has potential to contribute
to accelerated economic
development and employment
creation;

Ÿ Invest

in infrastructure and other

amenities that will make tourismpotential places such as Matopos,
Kariba, Hwange, Gonarezhou,
Chinhoyi Caves, and Victoria Falls
among others, attractive and
competitive;

Ÿ Invest

in promotion of tourism in

partnership with local and
international tour operators;

Ÿ Develop ﬁnancial support for the digitalisation of the tourism sector;
Ÿ Give strong support to the maintenance and protection of cultural

sites, historic monuments,

endangered species of wild life and plants;

Ÿ Support the enhancement of the ecotourism industry in the country to boost further its potential and
contribution to economic development; and

Ÿ Rebrand Zimbabwe on the international market and develop marketable tourist products through
product and human capital development.
In short, the PRC Government will prioritise the following measures:
i.

Domestic Tourism promotion

ii.

Tourism branding

iii.

Air transfer accessibility

iv.

Tourism cooperation agreements

v.

Decongestion of border posts

vi.

Tourism Development Fund

vii.

Tourism Satellite Accounting
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OUR MSMEs DEVELOPMENT PROMISE
Micro, Small and Medium Enterprises (MSMEs) and cooperatives are crucial in employment creation
and growth as well as consolidation of indigenous ownership of resources in the economy. Therefore,
the PRC Government will carry out an audit of the informal sector. The information from the audit will be
used to create a database covering a wide range of issues such as the spread, concentration and
numbers of MSMEs, employment, product varieties and all other relevant economic indicators, including
their contribution to the overall gross domestic product (GDP). To support this sector, the PRC
Government will speciﬁcally:

Ÿ Integrate the informal sector into
the mainstream economy to
increase productivity, incomes
and better work protections;

Ÿ Improve the business registration
and formalisation process of
MSMEs;

Ÿ Invest

in developing the

community vendors markets and
small business parks in every city,
town and municipality so as to
encourage investment and
employment in the informal sector
with the intention of getting half of
them to graduate into formal
enterprises;

Ÿ Increase

access to ﬁnance for

entrepreneurs and MSMEs;

Ÿ Small Enterprise Development Corporation (SEDCO) will be recapitalised in order to fully play its role
of ﬁnancing, training and providing incubation to MSMEs;

Ÿ Provide better training facilities to enable rural communities to improve their production and capacities
through acquisition of skills in various forms of vocational and on the job training schemes;

Ÿ Establish incubators to help MSMEs to develop competitive products and break into the continental
markets.

Ÿ Capitalise MSMEs investment in order to increase the levels of production, distribution, exports and
service delivery;
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KEY POLICY PRIORITY 2
3.2 A SOCIAL AGENDA
The PRC aims to create an inclusive society of fair opportunities for all Zimbabweans. Over and above
the central objective of this Manifesto i.e. job creation, the Social Agenda shall focus on reducing poverty,
reducing inequality and improving access to effective social services. This will be achieved by
establishing a well-funded health and education sectors as well as a welfare system which addresses
the needs of the weak, marginalised, elderly, vulnerable and socially excluded.

OUR MSMEs HEALTH CARE PROMISE
The PRC Government will promote and extend access to quality, affordable basic primary health
services to all Zimbabweans. Promoting health, preventing illness, and providing cures requires the full
attention of all sectors of government.
Our vision is to see that the right to health of all Zimbabweans is guaranteed through an established
health sector with sustainable ability to deliver affordable, equitable, and easily accessible primary
healthcare in line with the Constitution, Chapter 4, Section 76. To realise this vision, the PRC
Government will:

Ÿ Increase budget allocations
to the health sector to attain
the Abuja Declaration target
of 15%;

Ÿ Rebuild and strengthen the
health institutions and
improve quality, regulation,
management, and
distribution of health
services;

Ÿ Upgrade the existing health
infrastructure and develop
new health facilities to cater
for the fast growing population particularly in rural areas;

Ÿ Ensure that all districts in Zimbabwe have adequate medical facilities including primary health care
within a reasonable distance from their homes. On this note, PRC government will construct rural
health centres in Zaka, Binga, Gokwe Siyabuwa, Nyanga and Lupane Dongamuzi in its ﬁrst phase of
rural health care programme;

Ÿ Provide mobile health care vans in rural areas , equipped with x-ray and other equipment to provide
health care check-ups including, blood tests, blood pressure, sugar levels etc;
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Ÿ Strengthen the primary health care system as a way of combating communicable diseases such as
cholera and other diarrhoeal diseases;

Ÿ Facilitate health workforce strengthening and retention programme in districts health centres across
the country;

Ÿ Rebuild and develop new health systems and facilities to effectively deal with the existing and
emerging diseases;

Ÿ Resuscitate

and strengthen the disease-surveillance system in order to contain outbreaks of

communicable diseases;

Ÿ Key strategies to address non-communicable diseases inclusive of cancers and diabetes which are
on the rise in Zimbabwe, will embrace strengthening primary prevention activities, early detection,
diagnosis and treatment as well as palliative care and rehabilitation;

Ÿ Reactivate the country's emergency preparedness and response system on disease outbreaks;
Ÿ Special attention will

be

given to the distribution of
free anti-retroviral drugs and
encourage voluntary testing
in order to prolong and
preserve the lives of those
living with HIV/AIDS.

Ÿ Improve

drug stocks and

reserves in the country to
adequately deal with HIV and
AIDS scourge and other
diseases;

Ÿ Provide free ante-natal care
The mothers of our souls, the mothers of our nation.

for pregnant women, free
health care for babies and
children affected by

infectious disease such as TB and HIV/Aids;

Ÿ Provide free quality medical care for the elderly, disadvantaged, and the poor alongside private
medical facilities for those who can afford to pay;

Ÿ Improve ambulance services especially those servicing rural clinics and district hospitals;
Ÿ Reduce morbidity and mortality, particularly among the most vulnerable groups, through

the

implementation of Essential Health Package, and other national plans and programmes. This
package will be delivered free of charge at the point of delivery for those who cannot afford to pay;
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Ÿ Increase the number of medical and para-mendical colleges to make Zimbabwe self-sufﬁcient in
Human Resources;

Ÿ Invest in cutting edge technology such as tele-medicine in all major health centres in the country
through active investment and partnership programmes with the private sector;

Ÿ Promote and develop health research and training to achieve national public health objectives;
Ÿ Upgrade the development of health technology in improving detection, treatment and monitoring of
diseases;

Ÿ Utilise the ubiquitous platform of mobile phones for healthcare delivery and set up the “National Health
Authority” to leverage tele-medicine and mobile healthcare for expanding reach and coverage and to
deﬁne the standards and legal framework for technology driven care;

Ÿ Improve efﬁciency to ensure that limited resources are used prudently and making sure that existing
hospitals and clinics are adequately supplied with drugs, gloves, syringes, oxygen, and anti-snake
serum among others; and

Ÿ Capacitate Natpham to supply all Government health facilities with drugs and pharmaceutical
products.

OUR EDUCATION PROMISE
Today the education sector in our country is in a sad state. Parents and guardians face massive fees for
their children. Teachers who should be at the heart of the provision of education are deeply demoralised
and feel unappreciated. The payment of salaries and the processing of their promotions and annual
bonuses are always in arrears. Further, examination malpractices including leakages of examinations
have sadly become regular features of Zimbabwe Schools Examination Council (ZIMSEC) life in our
country leading to the undermining and loss of conﬁdence in academic qualiﬁcations from our
institutions. To attend to these and other challenges, the PRC Government will;
Basic Education

Ÿ Provide free primary education for all children in compliance with Constitution of Zimbabwe, Chapter
27;

Ÿ Prioritise full access to education for the girl-child and girls will be provided all possible help to continue
and complete school education;

Ÿ Provide boarding facilities in rural Secondary Schools for children who travel long distances to their
schools;

Ÿ Funding provided by the PRC government will be in the form of per-capita grants for every pupil
enrolled at the school at the beginning of each school year. The level of such funding will be
determined by the national budget;

Ÿ Teachers terms and conditions will be reviewed in order to make them competitive. This includes
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salaries and housing. Payment of salaries will be prioritised and on time.

Ÿ Invest in sport development in schools.
Higher and Tertiary Education

Ÿ Provide an education loan system to all deserving students to study for a Diploma or Degree
according to their choices under a long-term concessional loan scheme;

Ÿ Students

whose parents or guardians fall

below the poverty datum line shall receive
free tuition;

Ÿ Establish

a system of bursaries and

scholarships for gifted students;

Ÿ Rebuild

the educational system by

mobilising resources for infrastructure
development both physical and equipment
used for teaching and learning;

Ÿ Promote

the teaching of technical and

industrial skills such as agriculture, brick
laying, plumbing and other trades to support
self employment;

Ÿ Improve the system for technical and vocational education training in both urban and rural areas;
Ÿ All provinces to have a state university including the completion of the National University of Science
and Technology (NUST) whose construction stopped over 20 years ago.

Ÿ Rebuild educational programmes to improve skills developed through access to technology and
science development;

Ÿ Digital divide shall not be allowed to create further divisions in the learning situations of children;
Ÿ Better pay, housing, training, retraining and other conditions to teachers, lecturers and

other

education staff; and

Ÿ Restore professional status and dignity to the teaching profession.
OUR ARTS, SPORTS AND CULTURE PROMISE
Art, Sports and Culture are powerful tools for national cohesion that can empower Zimbabweans
particularly the youth to participate in national-building and economic recovery and sustainable
development as well as re-branding Zimbabwe' s global image. There is a lot of potential that can be
harnessed to develop art, sports and culture as an opportunity to grow our economy and create
substantial employment particularly for the youth. In this regard, the PRC Government will:

Ÿ Promote a wide range of art, sporting and cultural activities through proper funding and development
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of elaborate policies;

Ÿ Establish

art, sports and culture talent

development academies in all provinces across
the country;

Ÿ Rehabilitate

the infrastructure of sporting

facilities, culture centres and art centres around
the country;

Ÿ Preserve our diverse cultural heritage to anchor
national development interests;

Ÿ Give strong support to the maintenance and
protection of cultural sites and historic monuments;

Ÿ Develop a private-partnership framework for the development of sports facilities.
Ÿ Encourage and support participation in sporting activities by youth for their health and enjoyment;
Ÿ Facilitate the participation of national teams and individuals in regional and international competitions
in all sports;

Ÿ Increase infrastructure for sports with stadiums and gymnasiums in the provinces and districts across
the country; and

Ÿ Encourage

private sector involvement in art, sports and cultural development without undue

government interference.

OUR DECENT WORK PROMISE
The PRC Government will work with stakeholders, including employers and trade unions, in an open,
trustworthy and fair manner on employee welfare, as well as ensuring living wages for all workers. In this
direction the PRC Government will:

Ÿ Foster a genuine tripartite partnership involving workers, employers and government;
Ÿ Harmonise labour laws and facilitate the setting up of a Labour Court which is fully constituted and
enabled to carry out its mandate in an impartial manner;

Ÿ Develop labour market policies to build an employable, skilled labour

force that is focused on

personal and career development to promote mobility for higher productivity;

Ÿ Ensure Labour Flexi-security;
Ÿ Work with employers and trade unions to strengthen and modernise a policy of comprehensive
occupational health and safety standards;

Ÿ Institute pension reforms to ensure that the funds can also be directed to infrastructural development;
Ÿ Put an end or discourage practices such as casualisation of labour;
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Ÿ Promote the employment of young women; and
Ÿ Design programmes that target people with disabilities and other vulnerable groups
OUR SOCIAL SECURITY PROMISE
The PRC will:

Ÿ Establish a Special Social Grant to compensate pensioners for lost savings;
Ÿ Ensure full compensation for pensions;
Ÿ Create an unemployment beneﬁt System;
Ÿ Create a grant programme to assist the disabled, elderly, orphaned children and other vulnerable
groups;

Ÿ Ensure timely payment of retirement beneﬁts for all pensioned senior citizens and create poverty
safety net for all aged citizens above the age of 65; and

Ÿ Reform

the National Social Security Authority (NASSA) and require accountability for

mismanagement, corruption and abuse of resources.
In short the PRC Government will provide:

Ÿ Old age pensions
Ÿ Sickness beneﬁts
Ÿ Maternity beneﬁts
Ÿ Orphans beneﬁts
Ÿ Ex-Freedom Fighters pensions
The Constitution of Zimbabwe Chapter 4, declaration of
Rights Section 84
Rights of Veterans of the Liberation Struggle;
1) Veterans of the Liberation Struggle, that is to saya) those who fought in the war of liberation;
b) those who assisted the ﬁghters in the war
of liberation and;
c) those who were imprisoned, detained or
restricted for political reasons during the
liberation struggle.
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CITIZENS LIVING WITH DISABILITIES
The PRC government commits to:

Ÿ Ensure disabled friendly access to public facilities, public buildings and transport;
Ÿ Ensure maximum economic independence of the disabled by creating more income generation
models for them;

Ÿ Support voluntary organisations working for the care of the disabled;
Ÿ Provide tax relief for the family member taking care of the disabled;
Ÿ Identify each and every Special Needs person across the country - establishing a web-based disability
registration system to issue Ids for all applicable government beneﬁts (healthcare, transportation,
jobs, education, e.t.c); and

Ÿ Use technology to deliver low-cost quality education to specially-abled students in-home- through elearning.

SENIOR CITIZENS
The PRC is committed to the welfare of Senior Citizens, especially their security and healthcare. PRC
will take measure to deal with the issues related to Senior Citizens in a focused manner.
The PRC government will;
Ÿ Provide ﬁnancial support, exploring ideas like additional tax beneﬁts;
Ÿ Harness their experience in the National Interests.
Ÿ Provide facilities, food and Social Care for the elderly persons who are in need;
Ÿ Foster social organisations aimed at improving the quality of life of the elderly.

PRC
PEOPLE’S
RAINBOW
COALITION
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KEY POLICY PRIORITY 3
3.3 AN INFRASTRUCTURAL DEVELOPMENT AGENDA
Infrastructure development and its maintenance stimulate economic development that boosts
employment creation and growth. At the present moment Zimbabwe is faced with a huge infrastructure
gap. The economic infrastructure is in a dilapidated state. The need to improve the quality of
infrastructure services in Zimbabwe is therefore, the cornerstone of this Manifesto. Special attention will
be given to transport; water and sanitation; power and energy, housing and rural development as well as
ICT infrastructures.
In line with its Regional integration agenda, the PRC Government will actively seek to participate in the
Programme for Infrastructure Development in Africa (PIDA), a 30-year infrastructure strategy jointly
coordinated by the New Partnership for Africa's Development (NEPAD), the African Union (AU), and
African Development Bank (AfDB) focusing on regional trans-boundary projects. The PRC Government
will present its regional ﬂagship projects to be considered as PIDA projects. The PRC Government
believes that closing the infrastructure deﬁcit is thus vital for shared economic prosperity and sustained
development. We will create jobs and prosperity through our integrated infrastructure development
programme.

OUR TRANSPORT
The PRC Government will focus on rebuilding, upgrading, maintenance and expansion of the road and
transport infrastructure network to stimulate economic development and facilitate regional connectivity
and market development. We will also focus on improving and expanding both rural and urban transport
systems country wide to facilitate access to different local markets. The programme will focus on
reducing the cost of transportation, while addressing the time it takes to move goods, food items and
people from one location to another. Speciﬁcally, the PRC Government will:
Roads

Ÿ Ensure that all-weather roads,
which access cities, towns and
rural areas are complimented
by efﬁcient, comfortable,
competitive, affordable and
safe passenger services;

Ÿ Rehabilitate

the primary,

secondary and urban road
network over the next 5 years;

Ÿ Prioritise

dualization and

expansion of strategic road
links that include BeitbridgeChirundu, Beitbridge-Victoria
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Falls, Harare-Nyamapanda, Plumtree-Forbes Border Post;

Ÿ Complete

the Bulawayo-Nkayi Road and the Bulawayo-Kezi Road among other urgent road

infrastructure projects;

Ÿ Implement reforms in the roads sector to align Zimbabwe with the requirements of the SADC Protocol
on Transport, Communications and Meteorology; and

Ÿ Implement a comprehensive program for road safety.
Railways
The current crisis in railway workers unrest and bad conditions is caused by plain government neglect.
The PRC Government will therefore carry out the following programme:

Ÿ Revitalisation

of the railway system through

modernisation and rehabilitation of tracks,
procurement of new rolling stock and
improvement of operational and management
techniques;

Ÿ Rehabilitation

of and electriﬁcation of the

railway infrastructure particularly, linking major
cities and industrial centres;

Ÿ Expanding the national railway network across
the country linking the country with trading
partners in the region and inter-cities;

Ÿ Rationalising, commercialising and restructuring the NRZ;
Ÿ Investment in management improvement and workers; and
Ÿ Ensure that all railways employees and former employees get their outstanding salaries, bonuses,
and pensions.
Aviation
The PRC government will adopt the following:

Ÿ Improvement

and modernisation of aviation

infrastructure, compatible with international
safety standards;

Ÿ Adoption of an open skies policy to allow any
airline to operate to and from Zimbabwe and on
all domestic routes;

Ÿ Encouragement

to private airline operators,

subject to their meeting the required globally
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accepted conditions and safety standards;

Ÿ Rationalising, commercialising and restructuring the national Airline;
Ÿ Investment in air safety and communication equipment to enable Zimbabwe to achieve Category One
Aviation Status;

Ÿ Rehabilitation and modernisation of airports in the country including Buffalo Range, Gweru, Mutare,
Kwekwe, Hwange, Masvingo, Beitbridge and Nkayi Airports; and

Ÿ Set up an independent regulatory framework.
OUR POWER & ENERGY SUPPLY PROMISE
By far one of the biggest challenge Zimbabwean economy has faced over the past two decades is
inadequate supply of power due to unreliable and unstable power supply and high cost of energy across
board for industry, business and domestic consumers.
The power sector has been characterised by shortfall in power generation, frequent power outages,
inefﬁciencies and unsustainable inter-utility
debts. Yet, 'securing Future of the Next
Generations' requires that the country has
adequate and reliable supplies of energy at all
times. The energy sector requires an
infrastructure rebuilding and expansion to
generate power and reduce importation of power
to less than 20% in the next ﬁve years.
Less than 1000 MW out of 2200 MW of installed
generation capacity is currently available, leading
to unreliable power supplies and severe electricity
shortages. Therefore, the PRC Government will:

Ÿ Focus on the promotion of increased electricity
generation through diversiﬁed infrastructure development;

Ÿ Tackle the paralysing lapses with electric power generation, distribution and supply;
Ÿ Construction of a 2000MW hydro power station at the Batoka Gorge to be shared with Zambia;
Ÿ Construction of at least 50 small hydro power stations throughout the country;
Ÿ Rehabilitation and modernisation of Sanyathi, Harare and Bulawayo Thermal Power Stations;
Ÿ Construction of a coal ﬁred power plant in Gokwe Sengwa and Lupane Gas Projects;
Ÿ Encourage Independent Power Producers (IPPs) to provide electricity to the national grid;
Ÿ Improve commitment to consumer service and sensitise a national energy conservation

and

maintenance culture on electricity supply;
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Ÿ Aggressively pursue energy conservation and the efﬁcient use of energy, including reduction of
transmission losses;

Ÿ Promote the development of alternative green energy sources including solar energy, liquid bio fuels,
degradable bio-mass material, biogas and cleaner fossil energy products; and

Ÿ Promote rural electriﬁcation as part of development process.
OUR WATER & SANITATION PROMISE
In Zimbabwe the poor continue to be harmed by lack of access to quality, affordable water, resulting in
illness, disease, loss of work and
school time. Yet, as enshrined in
the Constitution, Chapter 4
Section 77, water is a human
right which government must
ensure is enjoyed by all. Thus,
the PRC government will
promote effective water
development and conservation
through efﬁcient utilisation of
current water resources,
construction of more boreholes,
dams, canals and pipelines and
weirs to support crop irrigation
schemes, livestock production,
Umzingwane dam in Esigodini.
and ﬁsh farming. Speciﬁcally, the PRC Government will:

Ÿ Ensure the supply of potable water to all urban and rural communities in the country;
Ÿ Promote water harvesting and dam construction for supply of clean water to the communities;
Ÿ Introduction of water and sanitation programms throughout the country with special attention being
given to Harare water woes and the perennial water problems in Bulawayo;

Ÿ Prioritise the completion of such projects as Kunzvi dam, Gwayi Shangani, Semwa , Causeway, and
Marovanyati Dams and commence the construction of the Zambezi Water Project.

Ÿ Create new water supply treatment systems and upgrade existing ones;
Ÿ Enforcing high sanitation standards through introduction of technologies, including Blair latrines and
eco-friendly solutions;

Ÿ Rehabilitating commercial irrigation capacity as part of agrarian reform;
Ÿ Special attention will be given to the reclamation process of all silted dams and rivers in the country;
Ÿ Separating the roles of regulation from service provision as opposed to the current situation where
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Zimbabwe National Water Authority (ZINWA) is in charge of both;

Ÿ Regulation function shall remain as the function of the Ministry of Water, ZINWA will focus on water
delivery only;

Ÿ Keep markets, working places, compounds and other residential areas clean, and have drainage, and
reliable water supply and working toilets; and

Ÿ Tackle perennial ﬂooding in areas like Tsholotsho, Gwanda and Nzarayebani which has led to
regrettable loss of lives and property as well as the spread of diseases including cholera.

OUR HOUSING PROMISE
Most Zimbabweans know too well the problems with housing, including overcrowding, poor quality and
just simply not enough space to live decently. The PRC Government will:

Ÿ Support local authorities to reduce and eventually eliminate the housing backlog in municipal and rural
council areas;

Ÿ Improve the quality and number of houses in communal, resettlement, mining , and rural areas;
Ÿ Support policies, programmes and projects on housing development targeting the

poor,

disadvantaged, the vulnerable and marginalised in the society;

Ÿ Improve overall affordability and access to decent homes for all working Zimbabweans and their
families in modern communities;

Ÿ Develop ﬁnancing schemes to assist home buyers to acquire units;
Ÿ Reduce building materials and construction costs so as to bring adequate housing within the reach of
ordinary urban and rural people;

Ÿ Ensure a quick and fast delivery of housing and enhancing access to affordable housing for all
Zimbabweans;

Ÿ Simplify process of acquiring land for building purposes;
Ÿ Facilitate access to credit for building and mortgages;
Ÿ Increase access to secure and decent housing for all by strengthening partnerships with ﬁnancial
institutions and the private sector and increasing their role;

Ÿ Provide home ownership guaranteed loans at low interest rates to assist individuals build and own
their homes;

Ÿ Provide support for housing co-operatives to ensure that provincial and local government allocate
land for this purpose;

Ÿ Encourage corporate bodies, companies, industries and Parastatals to provide housing for their staff
on owner-occupier basis with liberal terms for repayment; and

Ÿ Ensure all qualifying ex-freedom ﬁghters receive adequate housing.
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OUR RURAL DEVELOPMENT PROMISE
The PRC Government considers rural development as a central pillar in the struggle against
unemployment, poverty and inequality. People living in rural areas face the harshest conditions of
poverty, food insecurity and lack of access to services on an almost daily basis. To mitigate this ugly
situation the PRC Government will:

Ÿ Improve village level infrastructure in
terms of roads, portable water,
education, health, supply chain,
electricity, broadband, job creation and
linkage to markets;

Ÿ Diversify the rural economy to give the
rural poor greater opportunity for offfarm-off-ﬁeld employment activities;

Ÿ Raise farm income by giving the rural
poor preferential access to
complementary inputs;

Ÿ Establish a Rural Development Bank to
promote agricultural activities and
other off-ﬁelds business ventures;

Ÿ Financial inclusion including the designing of ﬁnancial products that suite the low-income rural
population as way of tapping and encouraging savings;

Ÿ Attract commercial banks, discount houses and investment institutions to provide special incentives
to investment in rural areas;

Ÿ Provide special tax incentives for those investing in rural areas; Construct community centers in rural
areas that provide for amenities such as community halls, sporting facilities, public libraries, public
internet facilities and entertainment taverns;

Ÿ Create 'growth centres' throughout the country around which new service facilities will be provided to
rural people;

Ÿ Distribute wealth and jobs by encouraging private entrepreneurs to locate business in these rural
growth centres;

Ÿ Increase ICT penetration in schools with a particular focus on rural communities; and
Ÿ Provide access to facilities such as electricity, internet and telephones in rural areas.
To ensure that the above strategies are implemented, the PRC Government will adopt a Ward based
development approach whose central tenets are as follows:
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Ÿ Annual allocation of funds to each of the Rural Wards for the purposes of implementing the above
measures of rural development;

Ÿ Provincial committees of devolution will work closely with local authorities as key stakeholders in
identifying the priority areas earmarked for funding through the Ward Development Fund; and

Ÿ local economy, local development and local democracy in the rural areas will be enhanced by an Act of
Parliament that will be enacted as a matter of urgency to support the Ward Development Programme.

OUR ICT PROMISE
The PRC Government considers Information, Communication and Technology as a key driver of the
economy. ICTs can facilitate Zimbabwe to leapfrog its developmental deﬁcit and create a high value,
inclusive, equal and informed society. To secure the future of the next generations the PRC Government
will:

Ÿ Create an enabling environment for

TECHNOLOGY

COMMUNICATION

INFORMATION

ICT

the growth of the ICT industry in the
country;

Ÿ Partner

with private sector and

training institutions to develop a
world-class ICT services workforce;

Ÿ Provide universal service and access
to information and communications
facilities in the country with special
emphasis on rural areas;

Ÿ Increase citizens accessibility to data
platforms by reducing tariffs on the
use of data for internet access;

Ÿ Create a single regulatory oversight body for the ICT sector. Thus, the PRC proposes that both the
Broadcasting Authority of Zimbabwe (BAZ) and PORTRAZ must be merged;

Ÿ Rationalise the ownership of NetOne and TelOne;
Ÿ Open the domestic market to increased competition by removing limits on the numbers of network
licenses, encouraging entry of additional service providers, and removing restrictions to allow
operators to buy backborne services from and sell services to other operators;

Ÿ Invest in the regulatory framework in order to monitor pricing mechanism and therefore determine the
appropriate levies in that sector;

Ÿ Encourage local private sector participation through the formation of joint ventures with foreign ﬁrms
of international repute;

Ÿ Expand the number of landing platforms for access to the international submarine network from two at
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present (Botswana and Zambia) to at least six with links to South Africa, Mozambique, Malawi,
Namibia, and a second link with Zambia;

Ÿ Lower the cost of internet connectivity in Zimbabwe; and
Ÿ Increase ICT penetration in schools with a particular focus on rural communities.
OUR CLIMATE AND ENVIRONMENT PROMISE
In PRC, we put sustainability at the centre of our thoughts and actions. We observe with dismay the
dangers posed by environmental degradation and climate change to sustainable development. The
diverse impact of climate change has manifested itself through frequent recurrence of heat waves,
droughts and ﬂoods leading to among other consequences poor yields and food insecurity at both house
hold and national levels. We will take climate change mitigation initiatives with all seriousness and work
with the global community and institutions in this regard. Efforts will therefore be intensiﬁed to protect our
environment through:

Ÿ Refuse

disposal and

management;

Ÿ Cleaner

industrial

production;

Ÿ Cleaner

fuels will be

promoted so as to bring
down the pollution levels
particularly in cities;

Ÿ Erosion

and afforestation

programmes;

Ÿ Severe penalties for bush
burning;

Ÿ Support populations so that
they better cope with the
immediate impact of climate change and make long term adjustments and scale up adaptation
capacity and strategies to build community resilience;

Ÿ Invest in farmers' adaptation to climate through intensiﬁed irrigation infrastructure development; and
Ÿ Invest in research and extension services to boost agriculture production and to ensure the country
copes with climate change; and

Ÿ Strengthen early warning systems to reduce incidences of climate related disasters and loss and
damage to human life, biodiversity, infrastructure, property and economic losses.
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KEY POLICY PRIORITY 4
3.4 PUBLIC ENTERPRISES REFORM AGENDA
State Enterprises and Parastatals (public enterprises) in Zimbabwe have remained a drain on the
ﬁscus. Yet, when operating efﬁciently, Parastatals have the potential to contribute 40% of GDP. 70%
of our State Enterprises and Parastatals are technically insolvent, representing an actual drain on
the ﬁscus. Thus, the restructuring of Parastatals will help in attracting new investment, particularly
foreign investment, new technology and management skills that can help transform the fortunes of
our economy.

Ÿ The PRC Government will:
Ÿ Accelerate the reform of public enterprises
so that they become pivotal and provide
economic growth and development as well
as contributing to the state revenue;

ŸCarry

out measures such as

recapitalisation, restructuring,
commercialisation, privatisation and part
or outright disposal of Parastatals on case
by case basis. This will attract new
investment, particularly foreign
investment, new technology and
management skills that can help transform
the fortunes of many of our State
Enterprises and Parastatals;

Ÿ Review the performance of Parastatals and limit the bailouts and unmask the high salary wage bill that
characterise them.

Ÿ Urgently target ZISCO, NRZ, Hwange Colliery Company, ZESA, Cold Storage, GMB, ZUPCO, Air
Zimbabwe, ARDA and ZMDC for economic rationalisation;

Ÿ Pursue joint ventures with competent consortia of foreign and local partners to raise ﬁnancial and
technical resources of investment in expansion, improved efﬁciency and reliability, as well as
liquidating outstanding and current obligations;

Ÿ Implementation of viable public-private partnerships and the promotion of private investments in the
regional and local economies;

Ÿ Selective listing of Parastatals on the Stock Exchange as well as targeted direct foreign direct investor
participation on a joint venture basis; and

Ÿ Pass a State Enterprises and Parastatals Corporate Governance Bill and the State Enterprises
Restructuring Agency Bill.
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To improve the corporate governance of Parastatals, the PRC Government will ensure that: Board
members will be selected on grounds of merit, based on a clearly deﬁned capability matrix and skills mix,
in areas such as legal, ﬁnance, marketing, audit, technical, human resources, strategic and economic
planning;

Ÿ 50:50 gender representation and regional spread be factored into the selection of Board members;
Ÿ A Corporate Governance Agency will be established within the Ofﬁce of the President and Cabinet to
coordinate and monitor compliance with the Corporate Governance Framework;

Ÿ A systematic programme for the induction and training of Board members will be carried out under the
auspices of the Corporate Governance Agency;

Ÿ No Permanent Secretary shall be a member of a Parastatal Board; and
Ÿ Parastatals shall hold Annual General Meetings and;
Ÿ Require Public Sector companies to put operations and efﬁciency over political concerns.
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KEY POLICY PRIORITY 5
3.5 A DEMOCRATIC GOVERNANCE AGENDA
The PRC Government is irrevocably committed to the establishment of solid, efﬁcient machinery for
democratic governance, comprising accountable and responsive government and respect for the norms
of rule of law and human rights. To realise this, the PRC Government will:

Ÿ Implement 2013 Constitution and realign all the laws in line with the provisions of the Constitution;
Ÿ Adhere to the independence of the judiciary ;
Ÿ Ensure and guarantee human rights, paying attention to the situation of the poor and vulnerable
groups;

Ÿ Increase participation in the parliamentary process; and
Ÿ Introduce the Independent Complaints Commission.
OUR PUBLIC SERVICE PROMISE
The PRC Government will:

Ÿ Depoliticise the public service, bring back professionalism in the service and strengthen public
institutions for improved service delivery;

Ÿ Improve salaries and conditions of service to all public service workers including the men and women
in uniform;

Ÿ Enable Civil Servants to be able to acquire their own houses, vehicles and other assets through
affordable loan schemes; and

Ÿ The PRC government will form leaner public service.
OUR DEVOLUTION AND LOCAL GOVERNMENT PROMISE
The PRC Government is committed to bringing governance to the doorsteps of the people. To be sure,
the PRC believes that inclusive growth and sustainable development can only occur when local
communities own their resources, lead their development processes, and are led by a leadership that
resonates with their plight. We will therefore focus on effective and efﬁcient devolution of power through
greater grassroots participation, better planning and improved service delivery in local communities.
Speciﬁcally the PRC Government will:

Ÿ Implement the devolution provisions of the constitution as outlined in Chapter 14, Section 264;
Ÿ Convene a national conference to set out the tenets of cooperation between central government, local
authorities and provincial committees of devolution;

Ÿ Enact an Act of parliament to provide clarity on the power and mandates of the provincial councils;
Ÿ Release the resources for the provincial councils as stipulated by the Constitution;
Ÿ Take steps to ensure that Bulawayo and Harare Metropolitan provinces elect their executive mayor as
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per the spirit of the Constitution of Zimbabwe;

Ÿ Review both the Rural and District Councils Act; and Urban Councils Act with a view of enhancing
greater autonomy, efﬁciency and effectiveness of these entities;

Ÿ Modernise Local Authorities to ensure that they carry out their civic duties in a clear, transparent and
open manner, consistent with the Constitution and the developmental aspirations of the local
communities;

Ÿ Capacitate local authorities to effectively deliver services in the areas of refuse collection and
maintenance of roads would also be vital;

Ÿ Local representatives, in consultation with their electorate, will conceptualise, design and implement
development programmes aimed at improving standards of living of their people; and

Ÿ

The people themselves will be responsible for determining appropriate public land use, housing,
health and sanitary services; trunk and rural access roads; public municipal markets; street
development and lighting; water supplies and wells; and garbage collection.

Thus, the PRC's agenda on devolution will deliver to the people the fruits of the Constitution including
political rights and civil liberties; good governance; enhanced local economy, local development and
local democracy; as well as the equitable sharing of resources.

OUR TRADITIONAL LEADERSHIP AUTHORITY PROMISE
The PRC recognises that the institution of traditional leadership authority has a legitimate role to play in
communities on matters of customs and culture. Accordingly the PRC will:

Ÿ Support the traditional leadership institution so that it can fully implement its constitutional role;
Ÿ Depoliticise the traditional leadership institution;
Ÿ Allow all communities to respect and celebrate their traditions, customs and cultures in accordance
with their history and heritage;

Ÿ Enable various communities to resuscitate some of their customs and traditions that were eroded by
colonialism;

Ÿ Will not impose or decide for the people on issues that border on their culture and morals; and
Ÿ Provide government support to the institution of tradition leadership authority in the performance of
their duties, their evolution and further modernisation.

OUR NATIONAL HEALING PROMISE
Following years of impunity including Gukurahundi, Murambatsvina, and the recent coup, the time has
come for Zimbabweans to heal and work together as a nation. The PRC Government is determined to
enable Zimbabweans to put closure to the dark chapters of their history.
The PRC Government will therefore:

Ÿ Strengthen the National Peace and Reconciliation Commission to attend to the issues of truth
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recovery, national healing, justice, and reconciliation;

Ÿ Release the Chihambagwe Commission Report which provides the details of the past atrocities. The
report will enable the hidden truth to come out and enable the process of national healing;

Ÿ Establish a compensation fund for victims and survivors of atrocities;
Ÿ Construct a national monument to memorialise victims;
Ÿ Launch a respectful victim identiﬁcation and reburial programme; and
Ÿ Establish a Conﬂict Prevention and Early Warning System.
OUR MEDIA AND BROADCASTING SERVICES
The PRC recognises the important role played by the Media in our economy and social development. A
strong, thriving public media is a vital component of the fabric of any society and Zimbabwe is no
exception. Therefore, the PRC Government will:

Ÿ Launch

a short-term and a long-term

programme that will protect the freedom of all
mass media personnel and institutions;

Ÿ Stop State media being used as a propaganda
weapon for the ruling party;

Ÿ Enforce

a media development policy for

managing developing communication
technology and the expansion of social media
for the good of society;

Ÿ Expedite the process of setting up community
radio stations across the country;

Ÿ Steps

will be taken to telecast Parliament

proceedings live over TV;

Ÿ Wi-Fi zones will be established at public places in all towns to supply free Internet facilities; and
Ÿ Repeal the Access to Information and Private Protection Act (AIPPA) and replace it with a more
democratic information law.

OUR MEDIA AND CIVIC SOCIETY
The PRC sees Civil Society as the prime catalyst for consolidating democracy, community
empowerment and self-development. A vibrant civil society promotes respect for each other's rights,
responsibilities, choices and views and nurtures the sense of community and the act of living together.
The PRC Government will therefore:

Ÿ Work closely with civil society

to improve the State-Civil Society Relations for the betterment of all
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Zimbabweans;

Ÿ Review

all policies and regulations adopted in the past decade that have created a hostile

environment for civil society;

Ÿ Develop a positive framework for dialogue, consultation and feedback with civil society concerned
with Zimbabwe's development, whether locally based or foreign based, to enable them to contribute
more positively to the country's advancement; and

Ÿ Establish a government agency that will partner with civil society organisations in areas where civil
society organisations currently have better capacity such as gender advocacy and child abuse.

OUR GENDER PARITY PROMISE
Despite all the effort on empowerment, the PRC notes that women remain more socially and
economically vulnerable. Yet, women are an important group whose participation in national politics,
economy and business would transform the country for the better. If enhanced, their relevance, their
numerical strength, and their multiplier effect in the attainment of educational and health would
contribute to the economy in a massive way. Accordingly, the PRC government will:

Ÿ Ensure

gender equality in employment and

socio-economic advancement, and promote
greater women involvement and effective
participation in politics, economy and business;

Ÿ Ensure that women have equal representation
in all institutions and agencies of government at
every level with the goal of achieving 50-50
representation;

Ÿ Embark on an aggressive crusade of greater
political awareness and mass mobilisation of
Zimbabwean women for participation in a
sustainable nation development;

Ÿ Ensure adequate women representation in all the organs and institutions of

government through

encouraged participation of women in electoral contests and through political appointments;

Ÿ Encourage women to participate in presidential, parliamentary, provincial and local government
elections in order for them to fully participate in the governance processes;

Ÿ Increase public information to stop practices that harm or discriminate against women;
Ÿ Strengthen deterrent laws that punish offenders who perpetuate gender based violence, including
domestic violence, sexual violence and politically motivated violence against women;

Ÿ Ensure that all laws, customs, traditions and cultural practices that infringe upon the rights of women
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are eradicated;

Ÿ Strengthen the Inheritance laws in order to protect fully the widows, widowers and orphans from
having their properties snatched away from them by inconsiderate relatives;

Ÿ Women will own land in their individual capacity and in marriage, there will be joint registration of the
lease hold title and land permits, with the unequivocal provision that, written consent of either of the
spouses is required before any disposal of the land;

Ÿ Implement all of Zimbabwe's international obligations on gender issues, in particular the SADC
Protocol on Gender and Development and the Convention on the Elimination of all Forms of
Discrimination Against Women (CEDAW);

Ÿ Fully implement the National Gender Policy through gender budgeting and dealing with gender based
violence; and

Ÿ Provide adequate resources towards the Women's Development Fund
OUR YOUTH DEVELOPMENT PROMISE
Up to 70% of Zimbabwe's population are youths, that is to say people under the age of 35 years. The
majority of these young people are not employed.
Yet, the future of our country lies in the young of our
society. The PRC considers the youth as the most
productive asset of the nation who can make it
possible for our economy to achieve our intended
double digit growth. To realise this demographic
dividend, the PRC will:

Ÿ Review

and depoliticise the National Youth

Policy ;

Ÿ Craft a clearly deﬁned youth policy of allocating
resources for youth empowerment (joint
ventures, farming projects, ﬁnance and tenders);

Ÿ Establish a Youth Databank to provide disaggregated data on youth and also complement the Labour
Market and Employment Policy Framework;

Ÿ Provide opportunities for the youth to realise, harness, and develop their full potentials and facilitate
the emergence of a new generation of citizens committed to the sustenance of good governance and
service to the people and the country;

Ÿ Enable the youths to make positive contributions to support economic and social transformation of our
country;

Ÿ Ensure that the youth is fully represented in policy formulations that affect them;
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Ÿ Enable the youth to engage in productive and income generating activities;
Ÿ Strengthen youth participation in community and civic decision making;
Ÿ Initiate the 'Young Leaders Programme' in all sectors to recognise, reward and involve these
exceptionally talented youth to serve as role models and mentors for others;

Ÿ Allocate 2.2% of national revenue annually towards establishing a Youth Enterprise Capital Fund to
enable youth access interest free business ﬁnancing either individually or in groups without traditional
collateral requirement with a strong training and mentoring to ensure viability and corruption free
process;

Ÿ Formalise, regulate and invest in Vocational and Technical training and Apprenticeships;
Ÿ Promote techno-preneurship as the foundation of job creation;
Ÿ Encourage and support participation in sporting activities by youth for their health and enjoyment;
Ÿ Facilitate the participation of national teams and individuals in regional and international competitions
in all sports; and

Ÿ Increase infrastructure for sports with stadiums and gymnasiums in the provinces and districts across
the country; and encourage active participation of churches, private sector, religious and voluntary
organisations, NGOs and other stakeholders in upbringing of the youth.

OUR DIASPORA COMMUNITY PROMISE

Ÿ Approximately

3,5 million Zimbabweans live in the diaspora. To achieve reintegration of this

community into Zimbabwean society, the PRC Government will:

Ÿ Commit to the political and economic emancipation of the Zimbabweans living in the Diaspora;
Ÿ Provide opportunity to the Diaspora to exercise their franchise during general elections in their
respective places of domicile;

Ÿ Create a bureau for Diaspora Affairs at the President's Ofﬁce working together with the Ministry of
Foreign Affairs on Diaspora issues;

Ÿ Constitute a consultative forum between the Government and the Diaspora whose representatives
shall meet with Government at least once a year on issues of mutual interest;

Ÿ Encourage inward investment;
Ÿ Remove tax on diaspora remittances;
Ÿ Reduce transaction costs to encourage remittance ﬂows; and
Ÿ Issue diaspora bonds
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OUR ANTI-CORRUPTION WAR PROMISE
Corruption has been tolerated in Zimbabwe for too long. It distorts our economy, frustrates our progress
and damages our reputation. Corruption under ZANU PF regime is exempliﬁed by abuse of procurement
processes; anti-corruption institutions being underfunded; revelations of stealing and looting not
investigated; and ﬂagrant nepotism and cronyism among others. It is time to get tough on those who
seek to use their positions of power for their own personal gain. Action will be taken to reinforce
corruption prevention structures in accordance with the Anti-Corruption provisions of the Constitution
Chapter 13 Section 254. Speciﬁcally, the PRC Government will:

Ÿ Clean

up Government by

introducing some of the
toughest anti-corruption
legislation in the world;

Ÿ Strengthen

the anti-

corruption stance by
adopting a comprehensive
policy on the prevention,
detection and remediation
of fraud and corruption in
the public and private
sectors;

Ÿ Provide

space for the

Zimbabwe Anti-Corruption
Commission to investigate
and apply the law fairly and
justly;

Ÿ Embark on public sensitisation campaign and civic education against corruption;
Ÿ Establish Special Courts for corruption; and
Ÿ Support the role of the media in promoting transparency and accountability in society.
A strong commitment to ﬁghting corruption will facilitate the reconstruction of the national conscience,
moral climate and bring about a shift to moral leadership at all levels of governance, for the well-being
and beneﬁt of all citizens as enshrined in the Constitution. This will also rejuvenate investor conﬁdence
and create an environment where development partners can trust that the assistance they provide us
will be in safe and responsible hands.
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KEY POLICY PRIORITY 6
3.6 A SECURITY SECTOR TRANSFORMATIVE AGENDA
The PRC Government sets out to build new Civil-Military Relations following the events of November
2017 in Zimbabwe. The PRC will build and improve the capacity and professional competence of the
Zimbabwe Defense Force and Police Service Force to respond adequately to the needs of our nation by
providing them with adequate training, better equipment and support facilities, better housing and
improved service conditions. Our Defense Force and Police Force will be enabled to support our
constitutional democracy at all times and never to be involved in partisan politics.

OUR SECURITY SECTOR PROMISE
The PRC's objectives on national defence and security shall be consistent with the provisions of the
Constitution Chapter 11 Section
208. Speciﬁcally, the PRC will be
guided by the following principles:

Ÿ Believe in a non-partisan and
professional security
establishment that fully
respects and upholds the
constitution of Zimbabwe and
serves the government of the
day;

Ÿ Recognise

that peace and

stability are pre-requisites for
nation re-building;

Ÿ Regard

defence and national

security as instruments of
guaranteeing the sovereignty of the country; and

Ÿ Believe in a single united and national representative security sector that serves the government of
the day, obeys the constitution, and law of the land.
The PRC Government is committed to governing a Nation that will be secure, stable and safe for social,
economic and political development. Therefore PRC Government will:

Ÿ Promote harmonious co-existence between the army and the civilian population. There will be a new
and transformative Civil-Military Relations under the PRC Government;

Ÿ Ensure a high standard of professionalism of security establishment through training;
Ÿ The Police and the Army shall execute their mandate without political interference;
Ÿ Pursue, as a policy of local production of arms, military equipment and command, control and
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communication system that will enhance the combat readiness of our armed forces and boost their
morale and enhance their capability;

Ÿ End the rampant corruption and abuse of force by the police force especially by the trafﬁc section of
the police;

Ÿ Enact legislation to govern the operations of the Central Intelligence Organisation (CIOs);
Ÿ Enact legislation to ensure proper operations of private security companies and neighbourhood
policing services;

Ÿ Repeal the Public Order and Security Act (POSA) and replace it with a more democratic public
security law;

Ÿ Keep our national borders, country and citizens safe and secure.

CONSTITUTION CHAPTER 11,
Section 208 stipulates that:
2. Neither the security service nor any of their
member may, in the exercise of their function—
a) Act in a partisan manner;
b) Further the interests of any political party;
c) Violate the fundamental rights or freedom of any
person;
3. Members of the Security Service must not be
active members or ofﬁce bearers of any political
party or organisation.
4. Serving members of the Security Service must not
be employed or engaged in civilian institutions
except in periods of public emergency.
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KEY POLICY PRIORITY 7
3.7 A REGIONAL INTEGRATION & ECONOMIC DIPLOMACY AGENDA
The aim of the PRC Government is to pursue economic diplomacy; advance regional integration;
promote Pan-Africanism; strengthen trade, ﬁnance, investment and development cooperation with the
rest of the world countries. To this extent, the PRC Government will pursue a foreign policy aimed at
protecting Zimbabwe's interest, boosting her international image and promoting her economic interests.
More speciﬁcally the PRC Government will:

Ÿ Work together with people of
our continent for cohesion,
u n i t y, d e m o c r a c y a n d
prosperity;

Ÿ Contribute to the
advancement of the interests
of the African continent and
its peoples within the global
system in accordance with AU Agenda 2063;

Ÿ Support the global campaign to achieve the United Nations Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs)
by 2030;

Ÿ Commit to the principles of SADC, AU and UN Charters, as well as those of other international
organisations of which Zimbabwe is a signatory;

Ÿ Re-join the Commonwealth to beneﬁt the nation;
Ÿ Accede to the African Peer Review Mechanism

(APRM). This will signal the Government's

determination to enforce among other things, the rule of law; the quality of all citizens before the law;
individual and collective freedoms; the right to participate in free, credible and democratic political
processes;

Ÿ Commit to regional integration in Southern Africa on a fair, equitable and developmental basis;
Ÿ Regional integration will allow PRC to develop a stable and predictable export oriented environment.
Integration will remove the hassles and the nightmares at regional ports of entry and border posts;

Ÿ Regional Integration will ensure a uniform tariff regime within Zimbabwe’s key trading blocks of
COMESA, SADC and EAC;

Ÿ Regional Integration will create a regional common front at international level, and negotiations with
the context of the European Union (EU) and the World Trade Organisation (WTO);

Ÿ Work together with the countries of the global South to promote south-south relations and agitate for a
fairer and more humane international trade and ﬁnancial system and a just world order;

Ÿ Support

efforts to achieve dynamic regional and global economic integration through SADC,
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COMESA, AU and the Commonwealth;

Ÿ Seek opportunities for the development of the nation through cooperation or partnerships and an
aggressive foreign direct investment initiative;

Ÿ Deepen our engagement with SADC and Africa and strengthen trade routes to BRICS nations;·
Commit to economic diplomacy and establish special units in key diplomatic missions to facilitate the
acquisition of advanced technology;

Ÿ Work closely with fellow African states to spur intercontinental trade, communication, travel and
transport;

Ÿ Protect all Zimbabwean citizens abroad, and continue to promote the good image of the country;
Ÿ Constitute a consultative forum between the Government and the Diaspora whose representatives
shall meet with Government at least once a year on issues of mutual interest;

Ÿ Participate in intra-state and inter-state conﬂict resolutions aimed against terrorism, drugs and drug
abuse, human trafﬁcking, money laundering and weapons of mass destruction; and

Ÿ Promote world peace and international understanding by playing a leading role in world matters
particularly those directly affecting the interest of Zimbabweans.

PRC Joint Steering Committee after meeting with SADC Election Advisory Committee in March 2018.
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4. OUR FINANCIAL PLAN
OUR INNOVATIVE FINANCING SOLUTIONS
This Manifesto will require substantial amounts of resources to ﬁnance it. The PRC Government, in line
with the recommendations of the last three International Conferences on Financing for Development
(ffD) i.e. the 2002 Monterrey Consensus; the 2008 Doha Declaration; and the 2015 Addis Ababa Action
Agenda, will turn the volume high on domestic resource mobilisation (DRM) and private sector ﬁnancing
for its development ﬁnance. Below is a list of the alternative and innovative ﬁnancing solutions for this
Manifesto; this list is indicative and not exhaustive:
1. Remittances: The PRC Government will endeavour to attract remittances from its 3.5 million people
living in the diaspora. The PRC Government will improve access to banking for remittance senders and
recipients; strengthen competition in the remittance industry; avoid overregulation; reduce transaction
costs and adopt more efﬁcient technologies, such as the use of internet and mobile phone technology.
Further, PRC government will increase remittance ﬂows to Zimbabwe by entering into reciprocal
arrangements with countries such as Botswana, SA, UK and the USA where our diaspora are
predominantly found.
2. Diaspora Bonds (DBs): Diaspora bonds will be issued by a government to raise capital mainly from
the diaspora as an alternative to borrowing from the international capital market, multilateral ﬁnancial
institutions or bilateral loans. To enable a successful issuance of diaspora bonds, the PRC Government
will deal with hurdles such as weak and non-transparent legal system for contract enforcement; lack of
clarity on regulations that allow or constrain diaspora members from investing in bonds.
3. Sovereign Wealth Funds (SWFs): The PRC Government will set up a state-owned investment
enterprise composed of ﬁnancial assets in the form of a Sovereign Wealth Fund. The SWF will beneﬁt
from extractive rents such as diamond, gold, platinum and others. SWF will be used to ﬁnance
infrastructure directly through joint ventures or co-ﬁnancing and public private partnerships, and
indirectly through strengthening and deepening the ﬁnancial systems. The PRC Government will beneﬁt
from the experiences of countries such as Ghana, Ethiopia, Nigeria, Botswana and Kenya all of which
have established sovereign wealth funds with varying degrees of success.
4. Securitisation of Future Flows (SFFs): The PRC Government will mobilise development ﬁnance for
its Manifesto through issuing bonds based on securitisation of future ﬂows. These future ﬂow
receivables will include among others exports of minerals and metals. To this extent, the PRC will beneﬁt
from the experiences of other African countries such as Ghana and Angola both of which have
successfully used securitisation of future ﬂows as a source of development ﬁnance in recent times.
5. Public-Private-Partnerships (PPP): The PRC Government will collaborate with the private sector to
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facilitate the mobilisation of resources in the infrastructure rehabilitation and development sector.
Among others, PPP will take the form of joint ventures, concessions or design-build-ﬁnance-operate
arrangements between government and private ﬁrms. Participating private sector partners will be
allowed special dispensations and privileges in the partnerships towards which they would have
contributed ﬁnancial resources. Speciﬁc areas for possible partnerships areas include air and rail
services, power generation, dam construction and the upgrading and construction of the main national
highways.
6. Ofﬁcial Development Assistance (ODA): Traditional development partners of the global north
especially the Organisation of Economic Cooperation and Development-Development Assistance
Committee (OECD-DAC) countries will be engaged. The complementary roles that traditional funding
instruments such as debt relief, aid for trade, infrastructural funds, equity funds, grants, guarantees,
concessional loans, technical and humanitarian assistance will be welcome by the PRC Government.
To be sure, the PRC Government will be guided by the development effectiveness principles as
espoused by the Paris Declaration on Aid Effectiveness (2005); Accra Agenda for Action on Aid
Effectiveness (2008) and the Busan Partnership for Effective Development Cooperation (2011) all of
which emphasised mutual accountability, ownership, harmonisation, alignment, managing for results
and partnership as principles of development aid cooperation.
7. South-South Cooperation: Drawing from the Bandung Conference of 1955 which agreed on the
principles such as South-South cooperation, solidarity, mutual respect, self reliance among others, the
PRC Government will engage the countries of the global south especially the emerging economies of
the BRICS (Brazil, Russia, India, China and South Africa) to provide grants, guarantees, long term
concessional loans and technical assistance particularly to narrow the ﬁnancing infrastructure gap. In all
its engagement with the BRICS, the PRC Government will adhere to strict policies on labour relations
and environment protection.
8. Domestic Revenue Mobilisation (DRM): The PRC Government will enhance its domestic resource
mobilisation efforts. Some of the measures deployed to increase DRM will include: simplifying the tax
policy and administration regime; bringing the shadow economy into the tax net; broadening the tax
base; ensuring higher compliance and increased trust; promoting tax morality and engendering a ﬁscal
contract; curbing corruption in ZIMRA; and reversing illicit ﬁnancial outﬂows. This is in line with the
United Nation's 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) No.17. The PRC Government
will give greater attention to Equity Funds and a detailed technical policy and position paper will be
developed during the days in government.
9. Additional sources of revenue
Additional funds will include:
I. Reduced government expenditure as a result of increased collaboration with private sector and
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prioritisation of government expenditure
ii. Savings from the reduction of interest rates paid on the country's debt stock
iii. Increase in diamond and gold revenues as result of elimination of illicit ﬁnancial ﬂows
iv. Plugging leakages in the administration of public ﬁnances
To effectively unlock the aforementioned innovative ﬁnancing sources, the PRC Government will:

Ÿ Make Zimbabwe an attractive and secure destination for investment of all kinds;
Ÿ Dismantle all unnecessary barriers to FDI;
Ÿ Improve the ease of doing business in Zimbabwe;
Ÿ Repeal all repressive laws;
Ÿ Banish corruption and underhand dealings;
Ÿ Establish a good track record of implementing sound macro-economic policies;
Ÿ Contain and manage public sector wage bill;
Ÿ Secure strong support from development partners for arrears clearance and debt relief;
Ÿ Restore constitutionalism, rule of law and respect for human rights; and
Ÿ Normalise its relations with the rest of the world.

5. CONCLUSION
This Manifesto is our covenant to the people of Zimbabwe. It is a social contract between us and the
people of Zimbabwe. PRC aims to restore hope and get the country back to working again. With it we
honour the past generations, support the current generation and secure the future of the next
generations. We accept the challenge to provide the required political leadership for Zimbabwe, for the
ultimate beneﬁt of our people and for the greater glory of God.
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6. PRC PARTIES AND PRINCIPALS

National People’s Party (NPP)

1

President: Dr Joice Mujuru.

People’s Democratic Party (PDP)

2

President: Mrs Lucia Matibenga.

Zimbabwe Economic Freedom Fighters (ZEFF)
President: Mr Innocent Ndibali.

Zimbabwe United for Democracy (ZUNDE)
President: Mr Farai Mbira.

Democratic Assembly for Restoration and
Assembly (DARE)

3
4
5

President: Mr Gilbert Dzikiti.
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The Future Is Bright

God bless Our Nation
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THIS MANIFESTO IS OUR COVENANT WITH
THE PEOPLE OF ZIMBABWE

PEOPLE'S RAINBOW COALITION
ELECTION MANIFESTO 2018

OUR INCLUSIVE DEVELOPMENT AGENDA
PRC'S IDEA
Contact Us:
72 Lunar Drive, Borrowdale.
Harare
+263242933612-4
+263242796132
prcrainbow18@gmail.com

Or

Ofﬁce 611,
Fidelity Life Center
Cnr Fife St/11th Avenue
Bulawayo
+263772862841
+263719724187
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